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ABSTRACT 

 
The study is conducted to propose a multi-step feature (term) selection process and in semi-supervised 

fashion, provide initial centers for term clusters. Then utilize the fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering algorithm 

for clustering terms. Finally assign each of documents to closest associated term clusters.  While most text 

clustering algorithms directly use documents for clustering, we propose to first group the terms using FCM 

algorithm and then cluster documents based on terms clusters. We evaluate effectiveness of our technique 

on several standard text collections and compare our results with the some classical text clustering 

algorithms. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Despite of using powerful feature selection methods, one of the main problems in document 

clustering domain is effect of many noisy, unrelated, short and uninformative documents in text 

datasets. Term clustering is directed to cluster a small and perfect set of terms in order to avoid 

such a noisy sample space. 

 

Among the various text clustering domain methods, term clustering has been motivated more in 

language modeling (LM) areas and information retrieval systems which tend to extend sentences 

and queries with similar and close terms to improve sentence retrieval performance, especially in 

Question Answering systems. Other motivations except query expansion [1] for term clustering, 

can point to machine translation [2], text categorization [3], speech recognition [4], automatic 

spelling correction [5] and automatic thesaurus generation [6]. First time, brown et al. (1992) 

proposed a term clustering algorithm base on Average Mutual Information (AMI) between 

adjacent clusters [7]. First initialized clusters by single term and in a bottom-up approach 

combined cluster pairs which offer minimum decrease in their AMI. Momtazi introduced a class-

based LM approach using term clustering in sentence retrieval for QA systems to solve data 

sparsity and exact matching problems [8]. Dagan et al. (1999) used word similarity to assign 

probabilities to unseen bigram to yield up to 20% perplexity improvement in prediction of unseen 

bigrams [9]. Pereira et al. (1993) suggested a fuzzy distributional word clustering schema, such 

that membership of each word in each categories was probabilistic. Based on co-occurrences 

between words, they modeled probabilities of words by averaged co-occurrence probabilities of 

word clusters [10]. Slonim et al. (2001) introduced an agglomerative word clustering approach 
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and used these clusters as features for supervised document classification [11]. The idea was 

based on an information theoretic framework, which was termed as information bottleneck (IB) 

[12] method and was used to find word clusters. The IB method measures distortion between two 

joint distribution of two random variables X and Y. One variable is compacted, while preserves 

maximum mutual information over the other variable. One variable stood for word clusters W and 

other variable corresponded to document categories C. In agglomerative approach, |W| words was 

partitioned to singleton clusters and then iteratively, merged two word clusters into a new cluster 

in a way that minimized loss of mutual information over the categories. Mutual Information 

distributions (i.e. prior probability of word clusters, membership probabilities and distribution 

over the relevance variable) calculated with Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence function. Finally, 

measured the probability of documents using bayes rule and chainlike related to word clusters. 

Massih et al. (2007) utilized word clusters to expand the question and title keywords to build an 

extractive summarizer system [13]. They first produced a small set of candidate sentences (1/4 of 

all sentences). Then, scored each sentences based on combination of some heuristic features from 

clusters of terms. They perform term clustering by unsupervised learning algorithm that was a 

classification variant of the well known Expectation Maximization algorithm. A summary 

produced by selecting the 10 highest scored sentences and constructed the final summary with at 

most 250 words in post processing step. 

 

In most of term clustering studies, the notions of co-occurrence between terms in same document, 

paragraph, passage, sentences or a fixed-size window has been used for test word associations. 

In this paper we are going to propose a multi-step feature selection process that aim to provide the 

most discriminative terms in the vocabulary, which usually encompass less than five percent of 

vocabulary size. We consider terms as bag-of-documents and represent each term as vector of 

documents, indexed by tf-idf [14] weighting scheme. We used the selected terms and 

incorporated limited labeled documents provided by the supervision, and initialized term clusters 

centers by taking average between terms vectors which were in joint between selected terms and 

most corresponding cluster’s labeled documents. Most of the real-life text datasets have classes 

which are somewhat close to each other. For example consider Datasets re0 and re1 which are 

subsets of Reuters21587 text collection. We can’t assert that some terms like “money”, ”bank” or 

”loan” belong to special classes like money, trade, interest or reserves. Therefore we believe that 

any term belongs to every class with the degree of membership. Consequently we decided to use 

fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm for clustering the terms. K-Means [15] algorithm and its 

extensions like c-means, spherical K-Means [16] and EM algorithm start with the random 

initialization and usually causes to unreliable and fluctuation results. We utilized few information 

provided by an expert and in a semi-supervised fashion, seeded clusters centers to solve this 

problem. After convergence of clustering algorithm, assigned each document of corpus to closest 

associate term cluster. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes 

preprocessing steps applied on documents. Our proposed multi-step feature selection and term 

clusters centers initialization process is presented in section 3. Section 4 introduce fuzzy c-means 

clustering algorithm. Section 5 reports a set of experimental results on two skew subsets of 

reuters-21587 corpus and two text datasets containing of newsgroup messages. 
 

2. PREPROCESSING  
 

Here we consider documents to be bags of terms and denote � = ����, � = 1, … , |�|  the set of V 

vocabulary terms and � = ���, � = 1, … , � the set of N documents exist in the corpus.  After 

tokenization, removing of stop words, numbers and mixed alphanumeric strings and elimination 

of rare words (occurring in less than 4 documents) and lowering uppercases characters, stemmed 

reminded terms using porter stemmer algorithm introduced in [17]. Then constructed the term-

document matrix such that each entry of matrix indicated the frequency with which a 
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corresponding row term appears in corresponding column document. Then all entries of matrix 

transformed using tf-idf  weighting scheme as follow: 

 

     ���, ��� = ����, ������ � �
����,��� , � = 1, … , �                            (1) 

Where tf (t, di) is frequency of term t appeared in di and  df (t, di) is number of documents within 

the corpus in which the term occurs in. Finally normalized each column (document) by its length 

to have unit Euclidian length. 

 

3. FEATURE SELECTION 

Feature selection has been shown that is an inseparable part of many machine learning 

application, particularly in text mining scope which almost comes from distributions with the 

thousands of features. Because of time and memory limitations and existence of many noisy and 

irrelevant features which causes to high degrade in performance and precision of algorithms, 

feature selection greatly solve these problems by selecting best portion of features. 

3.1. Common Unsupervised Feature Selection Methods 

Generally all proposed feature selection techniques work in two main approaches which briefly 

introduce them in the following: 

3.1.1. Filter Methods 

Filter methods evaluate each feature, independent of special learning algorithm and give a score 

for each feature based on its fitness on a predefined objective function and rank it based on its 

score. Some of the most important known unsupervised filter based feature selections in text 

mining is Document Frequency (DF) [18] which assess each term based on the number of 

documents within the corpus in which the term occur in, Term Strength (TS) which measure the 

probability that a feature occurs in the second half of a pair of related documents condition on that 

it appeared earlier[19], Entropy-based feature ranking[20] which measure score of each term 

based on its entropy reduction when it is removed, Term Contribution (TC) [21] which is 

extension of DF and measure rank of terms based on their overall contribution on entire 

documents similarity. Information Gain [22] and χ statistic (CHI) [23] are the most known 

supervised filter methods. 

3.1.2. Wrapper Methods 

Wrapper approaches evaluate a feature subset according to the performance of the unsupervised 

learning algorithm on the original data projected onto the features in the subset [24]. Wrapper 

methods employ some search strategies such as greedy hill climbing or simulated annealing 

search techniques to find the best subset of features in search space and fall in brute-force 

methods that need great deal of computation to cover all search space, but despite of high 

computation complexity, wrappers have been shown robust against overfitting [22]. Two 

common greedy searches which usually incorporate in wrappers are forward subset selection 

which progressively incorporate most promising features into larger subset and backward subset 

selection which start with the set of all features and progressively eliminate least promising ones 

[26]. 

3.2. Proposed Feature Selection Process 

Here, we propose two consecutive step feature selection to construct few most important features. 

In the first step we use Term Contribution (TC) feature selection method which is a known and 

powerful filter method. We selected the 50 percent of higher scored features and used them in the 
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second step. In the second step, we proposed simple and new feature selection method based on 

maximum index value (tf-idf) of each document. 

 

3.2.1. Term Contribution (TC) 
 

TC proposed in [21] and we used this filter approach feature selection measure for the first phase 

of our feature selection process and selected 50 percent of vocabulary terms which had higher TC 

score. TC is special extension of DF which is based on documents similarity. DF gives equal 

importance for each term in different documents, and causes to bias by those terms which have 

high document frequency but uniform distribution over different classes [21]. This problem is 

more visible in skew datasets which distribution of classes is very different. Similarity between 

two documents di and dj is defined as dot product: 

 

 !�"#�� , ��$ = ∑ ���, ����#�, ��$ ,      �, � = 1, … , � �                             (2)
 

Where f(t,d)  represents the tf-idf  weight of term t  in document  d. Contribution of a term is 

defined as its overall contribution on entire documents similarity and is defined as: 

                                       '(��� = ∑ ���, ����#�, ��$,      �, � = 1, … , ��)�                                   (3)
 

The time complexity of TC is of order *�+�,� where M is the number of all terms and N  is the 

average documents number per term occurs in. We preferred TC to other unsupervised term 

scoring methods for two reasons. First its better time complexity relative to EN and ST due to 

small amount of � for most terms and second, unlike DF which biased on terms with high 

document frequency, take into account the importance of terms in different documents. 

 

We calculated the TC of all terms and sort them based on the scores which TC gave for each one. 

We observed in all our experiments less than 40 percent of higher ranked terms are worthwhile, 

but for confidence we chose at most 50 percent of terms which had higher TC score. 

 

3.2.2. Most Frequent Best Terms (MFBT) 

 
In the second phase of our feature selection process, we introduced a new simple measure to 

pickup most salient and important terms among selected terms in the previous phase. Formally, 

all terms which had highest and next-highest tf-idf weight in most documents were selected. Here 

MFBT (t) is the number of documents which term t has max and next-max weight within them. 

 

 +-.' = /� = �0: 2 = argmax89∈�� �#��$  *;  � = �0<: 2= = argmax89∈���)0
����� /

��∈>
 (4) 

Where |.| enumerates the number of times which t satisfies one of two conditions in (4) for all 

documents in the corpus. D is documents set in the corpus, f (w) is entry value (tf-idf) of term-

document matrix for term w in a document. The experiments on various datasets showed that 

often most important terms in each document occurs in the first and second highest tf-idf weight 

of terms. Based on kind of distribution of classes in datasets, we choose those terms which their 

MFBT measure is more than a threshold and call them as final terms. From now on, we use w in 

equations, subscripts and explanations to denote the terms exist in final terms. Note that previous 

phase is essential to result of this phase, because there are many terms which their frequency are 

high for the sake of appear repeatedly in some docs and leads to have a high MFBT score, while 

they have low TC score for the sake of having low contribution in Docs similarity. 
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3.2.3. Semi-Supervised initialization of term cluster centers  

 

In the final phase of our feature selection process, we initialized predefined number of term 

clusters centers with taking average between few selected terms vectors for each term clusters 

among final terms. For this, we took advantage of the limited labeled documents provided by an 

expert. Here, we supposed expert had enough skill to provide few best labeled documents for 

each topic (cluster). Selected terms for centers calculation had been chosen such that either exist 

in the final terms and either occur in the most corresponding cluster’s labeled documents. 

Whatever selected term occur in more provided label document, it is more probable sufficient for 

that cluster center. The underlying assumption is that terms with the close semantic relation, more 

tend to appear in the same documents. 

 

4. FUZZY CLUSTERING ALGORITHM 

 
In this section we review one of the fuzzy clustering algorithms which is fully described in [25]. 

We more focus on Fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm and ignore description for other variant of 

clustering algorithms as they aren’t appropriate for our needs and just use them for comparison 

needs. The goal of all clustering algorithms is based on min/maximization of their associated 

objective function. An objective function is a mathematical criterion which measure the quality of 

cluster models. We use following syntactic definitions in algorithms, equations and explanations. 

 ? = @ABBBBC, … , @8BBBBBC�    Set of w terms object vector 

( = DABBBC, … , D0BBBC�      Set of k clusters centers  

��DEBBC, @FBBBC�                  Dissimilarity between center j and object i 

GEBBBC = GA� , … , G0�� Membership vector of term object j 

H = GABBBBC, … , G8BBBBBC�    Membership matrix of size k×w 

 

4.1. Fuzzy c-means Algorithm (FCM) 

 
Unlike the hard clustering algorithm which required to each object belongs to exactly one cluster 

(i.e. uij={0,1}), fuzzy clustering relax this requirement to uij=[0,1] and constraint holds:  
 

I G�� = 1, ∀ � ∈ 1, … , ��.0

�
 

 
FCM is to minimize the objective function: 

                              LMNOP∑ ∑ Q�9R��9ST9UVW�UV                                                                 (5)     

       

Parameter m, m>1, is called fuzziness level. In [26] has been Shown that for m=1, FCM becomes 

identical to Hard c-means (K-Means). More value of m causes to increase in fuzziness of FCM. 

Membership value of object j to cluster i calculate as follows: 
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      G�� = X ��Y9,Z�� VR[V
∑ ��Y9 ,Z\� VR[VW\UV

]
^A

                                    (6) 

Equation for recalculating clusters centers is: 

       DFBBC = ∑ Q�9RY_BBBBCT9UV∑ Q�9RT9UV                                           (7) 

Note that in (6), not only uij depends on dissimilarity of object xj and center ci , but also depends 

on distances of object xj to other clusters centers. 

 

Several measures can be used for dissimilarity measures between objects and centers. The most 

frequently measure is the Lp norm with p=2 as Euclidian distance: 

 

       �#@� , D�$ = `@� − D�` = b∑ �@�c − D�c�,dcPA                          (8) 

 

Where s is the dimensionality of the vectors. Due to effect of document length on Euclidean 

distance, we used cosine based dissimilarity measure which takes into account the angle between 

documents as follows: 

                                                             �#@� , D�$ = e^d�f�Y9,Z��                                    (9) 

 

Where !�"�@� , D�� is defined as: 

 

          !�"#@� , D�$ = ∑ Y9gZ�ghgUV
b∑ Y9gS ∑ Z�gShRUVhgUV

                                                                              (10) 

 

Steps of FCM are described briefly in follow: 

Step1: Given w data points ? = @ABBBBC, … , @8BBBBBC�, fix the number of centers k, 2≤k<w, determine value 

of m, random initialization of membership matrix U. 

Step2:  Set p=0,1,2,…, compute k cluster center with equation (7) 

Step3:  Update U
p 
to U

p+1
with equation (6) 

Step4: Stop if ‖Hj − Hj^A‖ < l or reach the predefined number of iterations else p=p+1 and Hj = HjmA.Go to stop 2. 

Here, We instead of random initialization of membership matrix in step1 first initialized k center 

vectors which completely described in section 3 and replaced order of step3 and step2 in FCM 

algorithm. 

 

4.2. Document Clustering 

 
Finally, after convergence of term clustering algorithm, we assigned each document to its closest 

associate term cluster as follows: 

                                              �� ∈ D� ��  � = no�"n@j ∑ ���p , ���Gjp8pPA                      (11) 

Where upl is the membership value of term tl in term cluster cp and cj is the j’th associated term 

cluster and ���p, ��� is term-document matrix value of term � in document �. 
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The outline of entire our proposed method is depicted in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. The proposed algorithm stages 

5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

 
In this section, we use experimental results to show our proposed algorithm performance on 

several real-life datasets. The K-Means, spherical K-Means under the vector space model (VSM) 

and FCM clustering algorithms are used as comparison. For reminder, spherical K-Means uses 

the standard cosine measure, while standard K-Means uses the Euclidian distance for dissimilarity 

calculation for two samples. 

 

5.1. Evaluation Measure 

 
In this paper, we assume the number of clusters (i.e. K) is known, hence the number of clusters 

equals to the number of categories and can have a one-to-one correspondence between clusters 

and categories. We use Overall F-Measure and normalized Mutual Information (NMI) which are 

two common evaluation measures and frequently adopted in most of text mining researches. Both 

of them estimate the quality of clustering, given class label of the data.  

 

5.1.1 Overall F-Measure 
 

Since document category labels are known, we choose overall F-Measure which commonly is 

used in clustering evaluations, to asses our proposed document clustering algorithm. We note that 

labels aren’t used in clustering process, except when a few labeled documents provided for 

centers clusters calculation. We have following definitions: 

                                                  qoeD�!��r� = stQu vwd���xu
stQu vwd���xumMypdu vwd���xu                                      (12) 

                                                 ;eDn��� = stQu vwd���xu
stQu vwd���xumMypdu �uzy��xu                                          (13) 

                                                 - − +en!Goe� = ,×vtuZ�d�wc�  ×|uZypp�vtuZ�d�wc�m|uZypp�                                          (14) 

                                             *}eon�� - − +en!Goe = ∑ ��×M^OuydQtu�W�UV ∑ ��W�UV                                       (15) 

Docs 
pool 

 

Preprocessing Construct term-document matrix 

indexed by normalized tf-idf 

weighting scheme  

Calculate TC of each term and 

select 50 percent of higher TC 

score terms 

Calculate MFBT of previous 

selected terms and select those with 

MFBT, higher than a 

threshold.(final terms) 

Construct initial term clusters 

Centers by taking average 

between joint of final terms and 

the most provided labeled docs 

Perform FCM on final terms 

using initialized clusters centers 

Assign each document to closest 

associate term cluster using eq. (11) 

Few labeled docs for each 

Cluster provided by an expert 
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Where �� is actual size of class �. F-Measure combines precision and recall into a single number 

and overall F-Measure calculate overall F-Measure on all clusters with equal weights and don’t 

bias toward the minority or majority classes. The clustering quality for overall F-Measure is from 

0(worst) to 1(best).  

 

5.1.2 Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) 

 

NMI calculates amount of statistical information shared between two random variables. NMI 

demonstrates how much the clustering results are close to underling label distribution in data. 

Strehl et al [27] definition of NMI is as follow. Assume, P is a random variable that represents the 

clustering algorithm assignment on data and Q is a random variable represents the underlying 

class label of the data. NMI is defined as: 

 

                �+~ = ��v;��
����������S �                                                                                  (16) 

Where I(P;Q)=H(P)-H(P|Q) is the mutual information between two random variable P and Q, 

H(P) is entropy of P and H(P|Q) is conditional entropy of P given Q. 

We use the NMI as follows: 

Here, two random variables P and Q are q = �A, �,, … , �0� and � = �A, �,, … , �0�. 

 

            �+~ = ∑ c�,���� �g.g�,�g�g� ��,�
b∑ c���� �g�g �� ∑ c���� �g�g ��

                                                              (17) 

 

Where rj and  r�   are the number of documents in cluster p and class q respectively. rj,� is the 

number of documents which  either exist in cluster p and either in class q. NMI varies in [0 1] 

range and whatever be close to 1, means that clustering results are more match to original class 

labels of documents and whatever close to 0, means more randomness in clustering. 

 

5.2. Datasets 
 

As our first data set, we used 20-Newsgroup corpus collected by Lang [16]. This corpus is a 

collection of 20000 messages, collected from 20 different usenet newsgroups, each class contains 

1000 messages. This collection has very noisy data. Spam, offensive and short messages for 

replies are frequent noisy data appeared in several categories. Moreover we noticed about 4.5 

percent of documents had more than one label and removed all of them. Additionally, since some 

categories had very similar topics, we applied another test on newsgroup corpus and united the 5 

“comp” categories, 3 “religion” categories, 3 “politics” categories, two “sport “ categories and 

two “transportation” categories into 5 meta-categories. We named these two datasets as NG20 

and NG10 respectively. We also used supervised Naïve Base (NB) classifier for evaluating how 

much our method results were close to supervised classification. For this, NB classifier trained 

over 1000 randomly chosen documents and tested on remaining. We perform this process in 10 

fold and averaged the results. 

The Reuters-21587 text categorization test dataset is a standard text categorization benchmark 

and contain 135 categories. We chose re0 and re1 dataset which are two skew subset of Reuters-

21587. 
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These three dataset are good representation for different balance ratio. The balance ratio of a 

dataset is defined as ratio of the number of documents within smallest class to the number of 

documents in the largest class. 

 

 Table 1. Summary of datasets 

Data Set Source #Doc #Classes #Words Balance 

Ratio 

Re0 Reuters21587 1504 13 11465 .018 

Re1 Reuters21587 1657 25 3758 .026 

NG20 20-Newsgroup 19949 20 43586 .991 

 

5.3. Results 

 
In the supervision help stage, we assumed that expert had enough skill to select best and related 

document for each category. We simulated this by random selecting 1% of documents from each 

category which contained at least 3 terms of final terms for NG20 and NG10 datasets. For re0 and 

re1, some minor classes which had less than 100 documents, we selected at most 5 documents for 

each category according to their size. 

 

5.3.1 F-Measure 

 
We founded m=1.2 as the best value for fuzziness level in all experiments. For re0 and re1 we 

chose those terms which their MFBT value were more than 3, and due to sparsity in minority 

classes added provided labeled document to unlabeled collection and didn’t use their labels in 

clustering process. For comparison our results, we used Seeded K-Means and spherical Seeded K-

Means which directly clusters documents on predefined k clusters. We seeded initial cluster 

centers for both algorithms by taking average between given labeled data and considered this fact 

that initial seeds should be noise-free. In the case of NG20 and NG10 which had enough samples 

in all categories, we selected terms as final terms which their MFBT value was more than 10. 

Moreover, for these two datasets we didn’t use the seed samples in our evaluations. 

 
The result of Overall F-Measure over NG20 and NG10 collections with several percent of 

available seed samples is shown in tables 2 and 3 respectively. 
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Table 2. Overall F-Measure results on NG20 dataset  

               Percentage of labeled data 

 

Clustering methods 

25% 50% 75% 100% 

Seeded K-Means .51±.08 .52±.05 .54±.05 .56±.02 

Spherical Seeded K-Means .53±.04 .55±.04 .56±.03 .58±.02 

Our method .60±.03 .62±.03 .65±.02 .67±.02 

NB .70±.01 

 
Table 3. Overall F-Measure results on NG10 dataset 

 

                  Percentage of label data 

 

Clustering methods 

25% 50% 75% 100% 

Seeded K-Means .69±.04 .70±.03 .73±.03 .74±.02 

Spherical Seeded K-Means .73±.04 .75±.03 .77±.02 .78±.02 

Our method .78±.03 .8±.03 .82±.02 .83±.01 

NB .85±.01 

 

Due to sparse classes in re0 and re1, we used 5 labeled documents for classes which had less than 

100 samples and up to 1% of classes size labeled documents for bigger classes. Overall F-

Measure results on re0 and re1 in tables 4 and 5 shows our method performs well on skew 

datasets. 

 Table 4. Overall F-Measure results on re0 and re1text datasets  

                 Datasets 

 

Clustering Methods  

re0 re1 

Seeded K-Means .61±.03 .74±.02 

Spherical Seeded K-Means .63±.02 .77±.03 

Our method .67±.03 .81±.03 

 

5.3.2 NMI 

 

Addition to F-Measure, we utilized the NMI in order to evaluate the role of seed fraction for 

initialization center of term clusters in all algorithm over all datasets. Also, we ran the K-Means 
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with the random seeding over all datasets to assess how much supervision help can be effective 

on results.  

 

We created a learning curve with 10-fold cross-validation for each dataset. At first, divided each 

dataset to 10 equal fold and for studying the effect of seeding, one fold set aside for test and 

remaining data set for training. Then we selected seeds from training set by varying the seed 

fraction from 0 to 1 by steps of .1 and result at each point of curve was obtained by averaging 

over 10 folds. The several clustering algorithms performed on the whole dataset, but NMI 

measure was calculated on test sets in each folds.  

 

As shown in figures 2 and 3, we can see that the semi-supervised (Seeded K-Means, Sp K-Means 

and our method) learning, without fluctuation perform better than the unsupervised (Random K-

Means) learning in terms of NMI measure. Spherical K-Means performs a bit better than Seeded 

K-Means, for the sake of use cosine similarity instead of Euclidian distance. An notable point in 

two following figures is that all three semi-supervised algorithm have a long leap in the first seed 

fraction and low increment leaps in next fractions. This point is more obvious in our method. Our 

method reason is hidden in final terms which generated by MFBT in the second feature selection 

phase. The seeds were those documents which contained some of these salient final terms. This 

causes to all seeds be in a same importance level and the first fraction of them has the most 

portion in results. 

 

 

Figure 2. Comparison of NMI values on full 20newsgroup (NG20) with increasing in seed fraction 
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Figure 3. Comparison of NMI values on reduced newsgroup (NG10) with increasing in seed fraction 

 

The NMI learning curve for re0 and re1 datasets is shown in figures 4 and 5 respectively. The 

problem in first fractions for skew datasets like re0 and re1 -which has a few documents in some 

categories-, is that maybe seeds not specified for some clusters. Figures 4 and 5 show that the 

NMI measure doesn’t decrease substantially for the random seeding for small size clusters. 

Figure 4. Comparison of NMI values on incomplete seeding re0 with increasing in seed fraction 
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Figure 5. Comparison of NMI values on incomplete seeding re1 with increasing in seed fraction 

 

In the two first fractions, three semi-supervised algorithms haven’t long leaps like NG20 and 

NG10 learning curves (Figures 2 and 3), for the sake of random seeding in some small size 

clusters. In the third and next fractions we can see, the curves close to their real values.   

 

6. CONCLUSION 

 
Our main goal in the proposed method is to use term clustering over certain and free of noise 

sample space for document clustering. In our idea, directly clustering of documents, causes to 

deviate the some parameters such as cluster centers from their real values in the clustering 

process, for the sake of existence of many noisy documents. We selected a small and perfect set 

of terms (features) and initialized term cluster centers in a semi-supervised fashion and used the 

c-means algorithm as the main clustering algorithm to fuzzify the membership value of terms to 

all clusters. Our motivation for utilizing C-Means was that any term can’t crisply belong to one 

subject (cluster), especially in datasets with the close semantic relation categories. Experimental 

results on several text datasets showed that the term clustering can significantly improve the 

document clustering results on condition the selected terms be perfect and free of noise. We hope 

to incorporate the unsupervised clustering methods in our future works in order to initialize 

cluster centers instead of supervision help. 
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